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Recent Utility Corruption Cases
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Unfair and deceptive acts harm consumers

• Utility customers receiving 
robocalls to advocate against 
legislation

• Paid actors supporting 
infrastructure spending

• Utility-supported organizations’ 
misleading social media claims 

• Paying news outlets to advocate for 
rate hikes, attack critics
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Utilities’ Customer-Funded Political Machines

• Litigating rate cases and contested PUC proceedings

• Trade Associations

• Issue advocacy and non-legislative lobbying

• Advertising, marketing, public and community relations

• Corporate giving to charities (varies)

• Legislative lobbying, narrowly defined

• Political contributions, PAC spending, campaign 
spending
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Typically paid 
out of 
customers’ bills

Typically paid 
out of utility’s 
profits.



Do political influence costs drive up rates? 

• Direct costs are real and can be in the millions or tens of millions of dollar 
per year for a large utility. 

• Much larger costs come from sprawling political influence machines, which 
utilities use to push an agenda that often leads to higher rates and bills. 
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Recent Colorado rate case expenses

Utility Gas Electric

Xcel $2 million $2.7 million

Black Hills Energy $692,000 $550,000

Atmos $600,000 --
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• Utilities don’t employ industry best practices for cost containment on these 
expenses.

• Utility Consumer Advocate Cindy Schonhaut noted that the $2 million Xcel spent 
in its most recent gas rate case was more than the total budget of her office.

• Atmos initially estimated a $59,000 expense to fly 16 witnesses to Denver for a 
remote hearing.



Colorado Utility Donations and Trade Association Dues

Utility

Xcel $5.4 million $18.8 million

Black Hills Electric $1.1 million $3.2 million

Black Hills Gas $480,000 $625,000

Atmos $121,000 $928,000

Colorado Natural Gas Did Not Answer PUC Did Not Answer PUC
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• Above the line is largely trade groups; below the line is largely charitable.
• Utilities say that they remove “lobbying” portions from their trade 

association dues, using a narrow definition based on the tax code. 
• Definition does not include a broad array of political influence activities, 

including advocacy outside of legislation or regulations.



What does AGA do with Coloradans’ $?
• AGA spends on advertising, public relations, and 

social media influencers. 

• An AGA VP, discussing elements of its national 
campaign against electrification, presented how it 
can help its member companies to “Build a local 
and/or state consumer coalition to serve as the 
spokesperson for the natural gas industry.”

• AGA spent $50,000 on “Coloradans for Energy 
Access” group which spread misinformation on 
building electrification in 2021.

• None of these activities meet AGA’s definition of 
lobbying.
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What does EEI do with Coloradans’ $?

• EEI hosted a boot camp for utility government affairs staff. 
Presentations included “Communicating with Special Interests,” 
“Preparing for Battle in Peacetime,” and “Building a Grassroots 
Network.”
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Trade associations fight transparency in rate cases
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Colorado Utility Advertising Expenses

Utility

Xcel 7 million (conservation, safety) $11 million (brand)

Black Hills Electric $1.4 million (“ Institutional” ) $710,000 (“ Conservation” )

Black Hills Gas $908,000 $372,000

Atmos $590,000 $0

Colorado Natural Gas Did Not Answer PUC Did Not Answer PUC
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• Inconsistencies between annual reports and rate case outcomes.
• Xcel says it removes brand advertising per PUC rulings.
• Atmos, Black Hills Electric reported brand advertising as recoverable from 

customers but removed costs in most recent rate case.
• Unclear whether any utilities include salaries for staff proportionate for their 

time spent on marketing, communications, public relations, etc. in rates. 



Lobbying and Political Influence Expenses: Colorado

Utility 2019 - 2021 Political Influence 
costs paid by customers

2019 - 2021 Lobbying costs 
paid by shareholders

Xcel ? $1.2 million

Black Hills Electric ? $430,000

Black Hills Gas ? $359,000

Atmos ? $165,000

Colorado Natural Gas ? Did Not Answer PUC
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• All utilities say that they do not charge customers for lobbying.
• Utilities’ disclosure of lobbying are extremely limited and seem unlikely to 

include broader political influence or issues advocacy activities.
• Xcel reported only three lobbyists at 20% time each in 2021, and 

contracts. Atmos reported one staff lobbyist. Black Hills listed two staff 
lobbyists. No utilities listed any other staff or executives.



How do utilities define lobbying? 

• Robert Kenny, Xcel, 3/14/23: “I think it’s participating in the democratic 
process to educate and inform our policymakers.” 

• Nick Wagner, Black Hills Energy, 3/14/23: “Anything that we’re doing that 
is a participation in the process of bill-making, with the work that you guys 
do up here, we would consider that lobbying.”

• Ken Fogle, Atmos, re. electrification policy, 3/14/23: “We are working 
toward – not necessarily lobbying, but we are working with stakeholders 
and educating them so they understand what the ramifications of these 
decisions might be.” 
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What isn’t included in utilities’ disclosures? 
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• Arizona PUC requested every 
APS employee or consultant 
doing work related to 
Corporate Giving, 
Economic/Community 
Development, 
Public/Government/Regulatory 
Affairs, Communications, 
Strategic Partnerships 

• 56 job titles from just two 
business units; 43 of the 
salaries booked at least 50% 
to ratepayers.



Solutions: Standards, Transparency, Enforcement
• Standards: Prohibit cost recovery of all spending related to 

political influence, including: 
• Rate case and contested proceedings
• Trade associations
• Charitable contributions
• Advertising, marketing, public relations, community relations
• Lobbying and stakeholder engagement, issue advocacy, etc.
• Both in-house and external expenses

• Transparency: Annual line-item disclosure of political costs
• Enables regulators and public to catch abuses
• Reduces the costs of litigation for all.

• Enforcement: penalize violations as deterrence.

• Statutory changes more durable than PUC order.
• Creates long-term certainty.
• PUC precedent can erode and change.
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Recent Utility Accountability Action

• New York SB 1556 (2021): prohibits utilities from recovery dues 
from any trade association that conducts any lobbying.  

• Connecticut SB 7 (2023, under consideration): prohibits utilities 
from recovering costs of: 

• attendance, preparation, appeal of any contested proceeding.
• Trade Association dues.
• Lobbying or legislative action.
• Advertising and marketing. 

• FERC RM 22-5: Notice of Inquiry to consider changes to rate 
recovery and accounting treatment of political expenses.

• Support for reform from 14 states, PUCs, large customer groups, 
consumer and environmental advocates.

• KY, CA, MN PUC denials of trade association dues
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